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CASE STUDY

“

THE AZURE CLOUD
GIVES US A STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE. WE CAN GROW
MUCH MORE EFFICIENTLY
WHILE ACHIEVING SPEED
AND SAVINGS WE WOULD
NOT HAVE ON-SITE.

BUSCH’S ACHIEVES SIMPLIFIED
COMPLIANCE IN THE AZURE CLOUD
TRANSITIONING E-COMMERCE TO AZURE PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE
SUMMARY

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

Busch’s wanted to simplify Payment Card Industry (PCI) security compliance and cut
their expenses by using an external e-commerce platform with PCI gateway services
to process online customer orders. After selecting Microsoft Azure, they still needed
consulting assistance to make the transition. Careful vetting led to the selection of
SoftwareONE and a successful move to the secure Azure Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS).
With the move, Busch’s gained cloud flexibility, while reducing expenses, staff, and PCI
compliance requirements through Azure PaaS.

Two data centers.

ABOUT BUSCH’S

SQL, Windows, Linux, Azure PaaS,
& specialized ERP with extensive
technology deployed in 17 stores.

Busch‘s is a metro Detroit food market with 1,400 associates and 17 store locations.
They strive to combine freshness and style with the traditional values, and personal
service customers expect from a neighborhood grocer. Products include local
specialty gourmet foods, farm to table produce, and high-quality everyday staples.

“

RANDY COLEMAN,
Network Administrator

THE CHALLENGE

For customer convenience, Busch’s had developed an extensive e-commerce capability which was housed in their own
data center. The platform required annual re-certification for adherence to all 12 requirements of the Payment Card
Industry (PCI) security compliance standards. The standards govern the processing and security of online customer
credit information. However, internally managing and sustaining all the processes, infrastructure, and staff compliance
resources became a significant effort and expense.
The Busch’s team wanted to improve PCI performance and cut expenses by using an external resource that could
shrink and simplify compliance demands. Their security consultants advised moving their platform off-site to a
managed security environment. They would need to select PCI gateway services capable of processing online customer
payments while masking cardholder data. Since they are a Microsoft shop, the natural choice was a move to Azure.

“The big advantage for us in moving to the Azure platform is that we can now utilize their
Attestation of Compliance or AOC instead of annually creating our own. That reduces our qualifying
steps from 12 to only 3. We relied on SoftwareONE’s extensive Microsoft knowledge to help get us
to the Azure cloud. Now we can expand efficiently at the touch of a button.”
RANDY COLEMAN, NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
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ANOTHER CHALLENGE
Deciding to move to Azure’s secure Platform-as-a-Service was only a first step. Now Busch‘s needed to select a consulting partner
with the knowledge and experience to take them there safely. “It was a process of elimination,“ said Coleman. “We interviewed
ten potential service companies and improved our vetting process as we moved forward. We knew that deep Azure and Microsoft
experience would be essential for a successful project. SoftwareONE demonstrated that they had the required capabilities and that
they knew where to go for answers inside Microsoft if they got stuck.”

“The Azure cloud gives us a strategic advantage. We can grow much more efficiently while
achieving speed and savings we would not have on-site.”
RANDY COLEMAN, NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
THE SOLUTION
Busch‘s and SoftwareONE already had a long-term relationship to manage software licensing. The Azure collaboration flowed
naturally as a smooth migration. The e-commerce platform was migrated to the Azure cloud using specialized utilities and
a combination of and SQL-as-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service which includes the needed PCI security support. It was a
collaboration that demonstrated SoftwareONE project management and problem-solving skills, and also included knowledge
transfer to Busch‘s IT staff.
When complete, all the project documentation and problem resolution notes were transferred to Busch’s for their future reference.
SoftwareONE also continues to provide responsive ongoing support services that can call on their extensive Microsoft relationship
as needed to rapidly address any problem or question so that Busch’s operations continue running smoothly.

“Our Senior Consultant, Dan Johnson, surpassed all that SoftwareONE promised. He’s a
determined problem solver with the patience and communication skills to execute the plan and
educate his client at the same time.”
RANDY COLEMAN, NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR

BENEFITS
• Optimized security and simplified PCI compliance on the Azure
• Eliminated two staff positions
• Reduced infrastructure and operational expenses
• Substantial time savings in staff compliance management
• Established a flexible and expandable cloud presence for growth
• Ongoing trusted strategic partnership
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